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Linear Hybrid Dynamical Control of Digital Displacement Units
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ABSTRACT

This paper concerns development of control strategies for energy efficient fluid power dig-
ital displacement machines R© (DDM). The DDM technology yields an efficient reduction
in displacement levels by deactivating independently cylinder pressure chambers by elec-
tromagnetically controlled on-off valves. Since the continuous dynamics of each pressure
chamber is activated/deactivated discretely at fixed shaft positions, the DDM dynamics
belongs to the class of hybrid dynamical systems. However, control development for hy-
brid system is in general very complex due to the use of Lyapunov stability theory for
both continuous and discrete systems. This paper shows stability based on hybrid dynam-
ical theory for a linear continuous plant actuated by a DDM, which dynamics has been
approximated by a linear discrete model. It is shown that the control design problem is
identically to that of a fully discrete description of the system based on a zero-order-hold
approximation of the continuous design. Furthermore, the problem of having a nonlin-
ear plant, multiple DDMs or an angle dependent asynchronous control update rate for a
variable speed DDM is addressed, where measures of stability analysis is discussed.

KEYWORDS: Fluid Power, Digital Displacement, Hybrid system, Control model, Event-
driven

1 INTRODUCTION

Development of control strategies for digital displacement machines (DDM) is consid-
ered an important aspect with respect to ensuring proper operation of the hydraulic sys-
tem actuated by the digital pump/motor units. However, this is a complicated task since
the continuous dynamics of each pressure chamber is activated/deactivated discretely as
function of the shaft angle. As a result, the system dynamics belongs to the class of
hybrid dynamical system, interconnecting continuous and discrete dynamics. This may
explain why most state-of-the-art control strategies neglect the dynamics of the DDM
when designing the control system for the actuated plant [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. A continu-
ous approximation of a DDM is proposed by Pedersen et. al [7], but is only valid for
a relatively high number of cylinders, at high displacements and for relatively low fre-
quency excitations. A discrete approximation has been derived by Johansen et. al. [8]
and is used for closed loop control in [9, 10, 11]. Similar to the continuous model, the
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discrete model is only valid for a relatively high number of cylinders, high displacements
(linearly). Additionally, it is only applicable for a single machine with fixed shaft speed.
To increase the validity and accuracy, hybrid dynamical models have been proposed by
Pedersen et. al [12, 13] and Sniegucki et. al [14]. Model based control design for hybrid
systems is based on Lyapunov stability theory for both nonlinear continuous and discrete
system and is thus challenging even for relatively simple systems [15, 16, 17, 18, 19].
This paper presents a linear representation of the hybrid dynamical formulation presented
in [12] and shows stability of a linear continuous actuated plant with use of Lyapunov
stability theory for hybrid systems. Since the considered hybrid system consist of linear
continuous and discrete state equations, a linear state feedback controller is sufficient to
guarantee stability. It is shown that the control tuning problem may be performed by clas-
sical DLTI pole placement method, where the continuous plant dynamics is approximated
with a zero-order-hold input. Furthermore, the challenge of having a state (angle) depen-
dent sampling rate, nonlinear continuous plant and multiple DDMs is discussed as further
work.

2 NONLINEAR MATHEMATICAL MODEL

The hybrid dynamical model is constructed based on a description of the nonlinear dy-
namics of the DDM. The model equations are only presented briefly, where a more de-
tailed description is found in [10, 20, 12, 13]. The same nonlinear model describing the
DDM dynamics may be found in [21]. The nonlinear mathematical model is established
based on the illustration of the DDM and a single pressure chamber shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1: Illustration of the radial piston type digital displacement machine (5 cylinder
machine) and definition of variables used for the mathematical model [20, 22].

The piston displacement for the i’th cylinder, xi, is described as function of the shaft
angle by

xi = re (1− cos(θi)) θi = θ +
2 π

Nc
(i−1) i ∈ {1, . . . ,Nc} (1)

where re is the eccentric shaft radius and Nc is the number of cylinders. The displacement
volume is thus given as Vd = 2 re Ap, where Ap is the piston area. The chamber volume for



the i’th cylinder, Vi, and its time derivative are then given by

Vi =
Vd

2
(1− cos(θi))+V0 V̇i =

Vd

2
sin(θi) θ̇ (2)

where V0 is the minimum chamber volume. The continuity equation is used to describe
the pressure build-up for the i’th cylinder given by

ṗi =
βe(pi)

Vi

(
QH,i−QL,i−V̇i

)
(3)

where βe is the pressure dependent effective bulk modulus. QL and QH are the flows
through the low and high pressure valve respectively. The orifice equation is used to
describe the flows through the valves and are given to be

QL,i =
xL,i

kf

√
|pi− pL| sign(pi− pL) QH,i =

xH,i

kf

√
|pH− pi| sign(pH− pi) (4)

where xL ∈ [0,1] and xH ∈ [0,1] are normalized valve plunger positions, while kf is the
valve flow coefficient. When considering the fundamental machine dynamics it is deemed
sufficient to model the valves as a simple first order system given as

ẋH,i =
1
τv

(uH,i− xH,i) ẋL,i =
1
τv

(uL,i− xL,i) (5)

where uH and uL are the inputs to the high and low pressure valve respectively, while tv is
the valve time constant. The torque contribution from the i’th pressure chamber is derived
to be given by

τi =
d Vi (θi)

dθ
pi =

Vd

2
sin(θi) pi (6)

For a full stroke operated DDM, the binary valve inputs may only be altered discretely at
fixed shaft positions. Since the nonlinear model comprises several states for each cylin-
der chamber, using the nonlinear model for control development is considered extremely
difficult. Therefore, a significantly simpler model of the DDM is used which neglects the
pressure dynamics of the individual chamber and thereby directly describes the output
torque or flow.

3 DISCRETE DYNAMICAL DDM MODEL

Considering the pressure build-up in each chamber to be significantly faster than the re-
maining machine dynamics, the flow and torque throughput may be approximated by
[23, 9, 11, 10]

QH ≈
dV (θ)

dθ

dθ

dt
=

Vd

2
sin(θ) θ̇ =D(θ) θ̇

τ =
dV (θ)

dθ
p≈ Vd

2
sin(θ) p =D(θ) p

(7)

Since the binary input may only be altered once for every cylinder per revolution, the
sampling angle is given by θs = 2π/Nc. The displacement fraction between samples may
then be evaluated by

D[k] = ∆V [k]
θs

=
(V (θ [k+1])−V (θ [k])) Nc

2 π
(8)



where the discrete control update angle is given as

θ [k] = φ0 +θs (k−1) i ∈ {1, ...,Nc} (9)

where φ0 is the local shaft angle where the LPV is closed to initiate an active stroke.
In this paper a digital displacement motor is considered, but the presented method also
applies for a pump. The change is volume for the motoring stroke is evaluated by

∆V [k] =


0 θ [k],θ [k+1] /∈ [0 ;φH]

V (θ [k+1])−V (θ [k]) θ [k],θ [k+1] ∈ [0 ;φH]

V (θ [k+1])−V (0) θ [k]< 0 < θ [k+1]
V (φH)−V (θ [k]) θ [k]< φH < θ [k+1]

(10)

where φH is the angle where the motoring stroke is ended by closing the HPV. The discrete
state model comprises of memory states of the input decisions (active or inactive) and are
given by the matrix-vector representation as

u(k)
u(k−1)
u(k−2)

...
u(k−m+1)


︸ ︷︷ ︸

z(k+1)

=


0 0 · · · 0 0
1 0 · · · 0 0
0 1 · · · 0 0
...

... . . . ...
...

0 0 · · · 1 0


︸ ︷︷ ︸

Au


u(k−1)
u(k−2)

...
u(k−m+1)

u(k−m)


︸ ︷︷ ︸

z(k)

+


1
0
0
...
0


︸︷︷︸

Bu

u(k)

D(k) =
[
D[1] D[2] ... D[m]

]
z(k)+D[0]u(k)

(11)

The chamber pressure buildup as function of the shaft angle is described, by neglecting
the fast transient flow dynamics and gives

d p
dt

dt
dθ

=
d p
dθ

=− βe

V (θ)

dV (θ)

dθ
=− βe

Vd
2 (1− cos(θ))+V0

Vd

2
sin(θ)︸ ︷︷ ︸

fp(θ)

(12)

A discrete representation of the chamber pressure may then be written as [14].

p(k+1) =


pH i f (x̄L = 0∧ x̄H = 1)∨ p(k+1)> pH

p(k)+ fp(θ [k]) i f x̄L = 0∧ x̄H = 0
pL i f (x̄L = 1∧ x̄H = 0)∨ p(k+1)< pL

(13)

By normalizing the discrete pressure by p(k) = p̄(k) pH(k), the torque throughput of the
discrete model is given by τ(k) = D(k) p̄(k) pH(k). The resulting output maps for the
torque and flow thus becomes

τm(k) =
[
D[1] p̄[1] D[2] p̄[2] ... D[m] p̄[m]

]
pH︸ ︷︷ ︸

Cτ

z(k)+D[0] p̄[0] pH︸ ︷︷ ︸
Dτ

u(k)

Qm(k) =
[
D[1] D[2] ... D[m]

]
ω︸ ︷︷ ︸

Cq

z(k)+D[0]ω︸ ︷︷ ︸
Dq

u(k) (14)

For simplicity ω and pH are considered constant in this paper, which yields the same
model as when linearizing at zero displacement. A validation of the discrete model is done
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Figure 2: Comparison of discrete and non-linear model response with 42 cylinders. ω =
100 rpm, pH = 300 bar, pL = 10 bar [24].

by an impulse response comparison between the discrete and nonlinear model, where the
results are shown in Fig. 2. It is seen that the discrete model is fairly accurate in describing
the DDM dynamics as long as the number of cylinders are fairly high. This discrete model
representation of the DDM dynamics is combined with the continuous plant dynamics to
obtain a hybrid dynamical description of the hydraulic system.

4 LINEAR HYBRID DYNAMICAL MODEL

Control of a continuous plant actuated by a DDM with discretely updated inputs, may be
classified as a hybrid dynamical system. A hybrid system comprises of both continuous
differential equations and discrete difference equations. A hybrid system is in general
formulated as [19]

H : x ∈ Rn

{
ẋ ∈ F(x), x ∈C
x+ ∈ G(x), x ∈ D

(15)

ẋ denotes the state time derivative and x+ denotes the state value after a jump. The sets
and map used to describe the hybrid dynamical system are:

• The flow set C ⊂ Rn • The flow map F: C→ Rn

• The jump set: D ⊂ Rn • The jump map: G: D→ Rn

As long as the state x belongs to the flow set C, x is described by the differential inclusion
given by the flow map F and when x belongs to the jump set D, x is described by the
difference inclusion given by the jump map G.

In this paper, the discrete linear time invariant (DLTI) approximation of the DDM
dynamics derived in (11) and (14) is used for stability analysis in the sense of a hybrid
dynamical systems. However, to enable a description in the hybrid domain where the
dynamics is described in serial connection (either flowing or jumping) requires a refor-



mulation given by
z(k)

z(k−1)
z(k−2)

...
z(k−m)


︸ ︷︷ ︸

z+

=


0 0 · · · 0 0
1 0 · · · 0 0
0 1 · · · 0 0
...

... . . . ...
...

0 0 · · · 1 0


︸ ︷︷ ︸

Az


z(k−1)
z(k−2)

...
z(k−m)

z(k−m−1)


︸ ︷︷ ︸

z

+


1
0
0
...
0


︸︷︷︸

Bz

u(k) (16)

τm =
[
D[0] p̄[0] D[1] p̄[1] ... D[m] p̄[m]

]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Czτ

pH(k) z+

Qm =
[
D[0] D[1] ... D[m]

]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Czq

ω(k) z+
(17)

In this paper, a linear actuated plant with continuous dynamics given by ẋ = A x+Bp up
is considered, where up is either the torque, τm, or flow, Qm, dependent on the controlled
variable (speed or pressure). The linear hybrid model of the continuous plant actuated by
the DDM is given to be

ẋ = A x+B z
ż = 0
χ̇ = 1

 χ ∈ [0,T ]

x+ = x

z+u = Az z+Bz u

χ
+ = 0

 χ = T (18)

where χ is a timer generating the control updates when reaching T = 2 π/(ω Nc). The
input matrix B is defined as Bp Cz, where Cz =Czτ ∧Czτ depending on whether the output
is torque or flow. Similarly, Cu =Cτ ∧Cq for the DLTI model.

5 STABILITY AND FEEDBACK CONTROL

Control design of hybrid dynamical systems is done by stability analysis featuring a Lya-
punov function candidate. The objective is to show Uniformly Globally Pre-asymptoically
Stability (UGPaS) for the hybrid system with respect to the set A. The definition of UG-
PaS for the hybrid dynamical systemH is defines as [19]:

(Sufficient Lyapunov Conditions) Let H = (C,F,D,G) be a hybrid system and
let A ⊂ Rn be closed. If V is a Lyapunov function candidate for H and there
exist α1,α2 ∈K∞, and a continuous positive definite function ρ : R→R≥0 such
that

• α1(|x|A)≤V (x)≤ α2(|x|A) ∀x ∈C∪D∪G(D)

• 〈∇V (x), f (x)〉 ≤ −ρ(|x|A) ∀x ∈C,∀ f ∈ F(x)
• V (g(x))−V (x)≤−ρ(|x|A) ∀x ∈ D,∀g ∈ G(x)

(19)

Then A is Uniformly Globally p re-Asymptotically Stable forH.



where A= {0}×{0}× [0,Ts] for the states
[
x z χ

]
. Since the hybrid system is linear,

it may be optimally controlled by a linear controller. Inserting the control law u = K x1,
where x1 =

[
x z

]T and K =
[
K1 K2

]
yields the closed loop system dynamics given by

ẋ = A x+B z
ż = 0
χ̇ = 1

 χ ∈ [0,T ]

x+ = x

z+ = Az z+Bz K x1

χ
+ = 0

 χ = T (20)

The flow and jump maps may be written in a compact form as

f (x1) =

[
Af x1

1

]
g(x1) =

[
Ag x1

0

]
Af =

[
A B
0 0

]
Ag =

[
I 0

Bz K1 Az +Bz K2

] (21)

The stability analysis is then made through the use of the following definitions [19]

H := e(Af T ) Ag W (x1) := xT
1 P x1 (22)

where P is a positive definite and symmetric matrix. It follows that x1(t + T, j + 1) =
H x1(t, j), where H describes the closed loop system dynamics. The dissipation of energy
may be shown by evaluating the change in W (x1) due to a jump, which must satisfy (23)
for ε > 0

W (H x1)−W (x1) = xT
1 (H

T P H−P)x1 ≤−ε |x1|2 (23)

Meaning that HT PH−P≺ 0 or equivalently |λ (H)|< 1 [19]. Considering the Lyapunov
function candidate

V (x) := e(−σ x2)W
(

e(Af(T−x2)) x1

)
:= e(−σ x2)︸ ︷︷ ︸

�0

xT
1

(
e(Af(T−x2))

)T
P
(

e(Af(T−x2))
)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
�0

x1
(24)

where σ > 0. It may be established that the Lyapunov candidate function, V (x), fulfills
the requirements in (19) for UGPaS. Since the exponential functions and P are always
positive definite, it can be verified that

c |x|2A ≤V (x)≤ c̄ |x|2A ∀x ∈C∪D (25)

where c > 0 and c̄ > 0, given that c < c̄ and thus the first requirement in (19) is fulfilled.
For the second requirement in (19), it may be established that

〈∇V (x), f (x)〉=−σ e(−σ x2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
�0

xT
1

(
e(Af(T−x2))

)T
P
(

e(Af(T−x2))
)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
�0

x1 ≤−β |x1|2

〈∇V (x), f (x)〉=−β |x|2A ∀x ∈C

(26)



where β > 0. The third requirement may be established to yield (27), when considering
that x2 = T when jumping.

V (g(x))−V (x) = e(−σ x2)
(

W
(

e(Af(T−x2)) Ag x1

)
−W (x1)

)
= e(−σ T ) (W (H x1)−W (x1))

= e(−σ T )︸ ︷︷ ︸
�0

(
−ε |x1|2

)
≤−γ|x|2A ∀x ∈ D

(27)

The hybrid dynamical system is hence shown to be UGPaS for those values of K such that
|λ (H)|< 1.

6 CONTROLLER SYNTHESIS

The objective for control design is hence to determine the controller gain K, such that
|λ (H)|< 1. When evaluating H, it is found that the closed loop dynamics is given to be

H =

[
Ad Bd Cz
0 I

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

e(Af T )

[
I 0

Bz K1 Az +Bz K2

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Ag

=

[
Ad +Bd Cz Bz K1 Bd Cz (Az +Bz K2)

Bz K1 Az +Bz K2

]
(28)

where Ad and Bd are the discrete system matrices for the continuous plant. The objective is
hence to determine the controller gains K =

[
K1 K2

]
to yield the desired pole-locations.

It may be found that the control design problem is the same as for a sample-and-hold
DLTI description of the control system. The open loop description of the DLTI model
yields [

x(k+1)
z(k+1)

]
=

[
Ad Bd Cu
0 Au

] [
x(k)
z(k)

]
+

[
Bd Du

Bu

]
u(k) (29)

Inserting the control law u(k) =
[
K1 K′2

] [
x(k) z(k)

]T yields[
x(k+1)
z(k+1)

]
=

[
Ad +Bd Du K1 Bd

(
Cu +Du K′2

)
Bu K1 Au +Bu K′2

] [
x(k)
z(k)

]
(30)

Comparing by coefficient between (28) and (30) reveals that K2 =
[
K′2 0

]
in which case

the closed loop system dynamics are equivalent to that given in (28). Therefore, one state
in the hybrid formulation becomes indifferent, since the current updated input may not be
used to generate the current input. For this linear system, a hybrid formulation is hence
not needed and the significantly simpler DLTI description may be used for control design.
However, if a nonlinear continuous plant, varying speed DDM or multiple DDMs in a
transmission is considered, a hybrid dynamical system formulation is likely a necessity.
However, the identification of a Lyapunov function may be very difficult to find. An
important problem is variable speed operation of the DDM, where the objective is to
show that |λ (H)|< 1 where H is varying as function of the rotational speed being a state.

H = eAf T Ag T =
2 π

ω Nc
(31)



It has been attempted to transform the system dynamics to the shaft position domain,
which results in a nonlinearity in the continuous plant dynamics due to

dx
dt

= f (x(t),u(t))
dx
dt

dt
dθ

=
dx
dθ

=
1

ω(θ)
f (x(θ),u(θ)) ω 6= 0 (32)

The introduction of the nonlinearity greatly increases the complexity of finding a Lya-
punov function if it is not linearized. Also the theory of dynamical systems on time-scales
has been found insufficient in solving the problem of variable speed operation, since the
time-scale (speed) has to be known priori to ensure stability. Therefore, further research in
stability proof and controller synthesis for variable speed operated DDM(s) and nonlinear
actuated plants is required.

7 CONCLUSION

This paper concerned control development for digital hydraulic pump/motor units, which
is highly challenged by the non-smooth dynamical behavior. The paper presented a linear
hybrid dynamical description of a linear continuous plant actuated by a digital displace-
ment machine with discretely updated input. A stability proof was conducted for a linear
feedback controller through the use of a control Lyapunov function. It was further shown
that the control design problem for the hybrid system is identical to that of using a purely
discrete model with zero-order-hold input to the discrete approximated continuous plant.
It was further discussed how the hybrid formulation may be used for control of a non-
linear plant, variable speed DDM operation and multiple DDMs in a transmission, where
the purely discrete formulation is no longer applicable. However, the difficultly of finding
a Lyapunov function for a hybrid system is considered very challenging for any nonlinear
or time varying plant. Therefore, a great amount of further research is necessary to solve
these challenging mathematical problems.
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